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New(ish) 7s including any front- & -back Hook(s) & ANAGRAM(s) 

OATIEST AEIOSTT G- OATIEST, OATY, tasting or smelling of oats [adj] 

OCHREAS ACEHORS CHOREAS, OCHREAS, ORACHES, ROACHES, OCHREA, ocrea (sheathing plant part) [n] 

ODONATA AADNOOT insects of order of predacious insects [n ODONATA] 

OFFEREE EEEFFOR OFFEREE -S, one to whom offer is made [n -S] 

OMERTAS AEMORST MAESTRO, OMERTAS, OMERTA, code of silence about criminal activity [n] 

ONLIEST EILNOST ENTOILS, ONLIEST, only, with nothing or no one else [adj] 

ONOMAST AMNOOST ONOMAST -S, person who studies proper names [n -S] 

ORACIES ACEIORS ORACIES, SCORIAE, ORACY, skill in oral expression and comprehension [n] 

ORATURE AEORRTU ORATURE -S, oral forms of literature, such as folklore [n -S] 

OREBODY BDEOORY mass of ore in mine [n -DIES] 

OROGENS EGNOORS ORGONES, OROGENS, OROGEN, belt of earth's crust involved in orogeny (process of mountain formation) [n] 

OTHERED DEEHORT BMP- OTHERED, OTHER, to ostracize [v]  

OUGIYAS AGIOSUY OUGIYA, ouguiya (monetary unit of Mauritania) [n] 

OUTSTEP EOPSTTU OUTSTEP -S, to step beyond [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

OWLIEST EILOSTW JL- OWLIEST, OWLY, owlish (resembling owl (nocturnal bird)) [adj] 

OXAZOLE AELOOXZ OXAZOLE -S, liquid chemical compound [n -S] 

OXHERDS DEHORSX OXHERD, one who tends oxen (clumsy person) [n] 

OXHIDES DEHIOSX OXHIDE, leather made from skin of ox [n] 

 

New(ish) 8s including any front- & -back Hook(s) & ANAGRAM(s) 

OAKINESS AEIKNOSS quality or state of being oaky [n -ES] 

OCHERISH CEHHIORS resembling ocher (red or yellow iron ore used as pigment) [adj] 

OCHEROID CDEHIOOR CHOREOID, OCHEROID, ocherous (containing or resembling ocher) [adj] 

OCTOPOID CDIOOOPT resembling octopus (nocturnal octopod) [adj] 

ODORIZER DEIOORRZ ODORIZER -S, one that odorizes (to make odorous) [n -S] 

ODYSSEAN ADENOSSY ODYSSEY, long, wandering journey [adj] 

OESTRUAL AELORSTU OESTRUAL, ROSULATE, estrual (estrous (pertaining to estrus (period of heat in female mammals))) [adj] 

OFFEREES EEEFFORS OFFEREE, one to whom offer is made [n] 

OILFIELD DEFIILLO OILFIELD -S, area that yields petroleum [n -S] 

OLIGURIC CGIILORU OLIGURIA, reduced excretion of urine [adj] 

OLLIEING EGIILLNO OLLIE, to perform maneuver in skateboarding or snowboarding [v] 

OMADHAUN AADHMNOU OMADHAUN -S, foolish person [n -S] 

OMPHALOI AHILMOOP OMPHALOS, navel (depression in abdomen) [n] 

ONBOARDS ABDNOORS BRADOONS, ONBOARDS, ONBOARD, to train new worker [v]  

ONOMASTS AMNOOSST ONOMAST, person who studies proper names [n] 

OOLICHAN ACHILNOO OOLICHAN -S, eulachon (marine food fish) [n -S] 

OPOPANAX AANOOPPX strong-smelling gum resin [n -ES] 

OPPONENS ENNOOPPS muscle of thumb [n OPPONENS] 

OPSIMATH AHIMOPST OPSIMATH -S, person who learns only late in life [n -S] 

OPSONISE EINOOPSS OPSONISE -DS, OPSONISE, SPOONIES, opsonize (to form opsonins (antibody of blood serum) in) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

OPTRONIC CINOOPRT OPTRONIC, PROTONIC, pertaining to science concerned with electronics and light [adj] 

ORATURES AEORRSTU ORATURE, oral forms of literature, such as folklore [n] 

ORCHILLA ACHILLOR ORCHILLA -S, orchil (purple dye) [n -S] 

ORICHALC ACCHILOR ORICHALC -S, yellow metal [n -S] 

OSSOBUCO BCOOOSSU OSSOBUCO -S, dish of veal shanks braised with vegetables and white wine [n -S] 

OTHERING EGHINORT BMP- OTHERING, OTHERING, THONGIER, OTHER, to ostracize [v]  
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OTOLOGIC CGILOOOT OTOLOGY, science of ear [adj] 

OUTGASES AEGOSSTU OUTGAS, to remove gas from [v] 

OUTPSYCH CHOPSTUY OUTPSYCH -S, to defeat by psychological means [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTSTEPS EOPSSTTU OUTSTEP, to step beyond [v] 

OVERBOOT BEOOORTV OVERBOOT -S, boot worn over shoe or another boot [n -S] 

OVERFINE EEFINORV excessively fine or particular [adj] 

OWLERIES EEILORSW OWLERY, place that owls inhabit [n] 

OXAZOLES AELOOSXZ OXAZOLE, liquid chemical compound [n] 

OXYTROPE EOOPRTXY OXYTROPE -S, flowering plant [n -S] 

OZONISER EINOORSZ OZONISER -S, OZONISER, SNOOZIER, device for converting oxygen into ozone [n -S] 

 


